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1. First test case 

1.1. Introduction  

Building collapses are highly complex procedures. Structural failures are the result of a vast variety of internal 
interactions on different levels: on the macro level the skeleton and the connecting joints between building 
elements and on the other hand the microstructure level and the cohesion of the building material itself. An 
initial singular force impact instantly distributes forces through the whole structural assembly. Permissible 
forces in the formerly balanced system eventually are exceeded and trigger a breakdown that either stays 
locally contained or discharges a chain reaction, that result in a total collapse of the building. Slight variation of 
initial parameters may result in completely different simulation results.  

1.2. Base material 

 The first „Backbone“-configuration test case was prepared by Schüssler- Plan (fig. 1). A residential high-rise 
building with 17 upper floors and 3 under-ground floors. The dimensions of the building is 23.5 x 23.5 m with a 
height of 62 m over ground. The main supporting structure of the building is a reinforced concrete framework 
that consists of peripheral façade columns and a central shear core, which stabilizes the structure against 
horizontal forces. The concrete type for the building element was determined as well as the amount and type of 
the steel reinforcements. Life loads were specified as well. The simulation scenario was the removal of three 
corner columns. 

 
Figure 1: First test case, a residential high-rise building 

The model with all its main structural elements, floors pillars and centre core was made available in the 
Industry Foundation Classes IFC format. Secondary structures like windows, separation walls or building 
services were not part of this model and were left aside in the simulation.  

1.3. Model import and instant physics 

To import the IFC file into Blender we used the ifcopenshell add-on [1]. The complete model with 1276 
elements, was imported into Blender 2.73 successfully in 32 seconds. Each element was represented as an 
individual mesh object. The elements had all triangulated faces, which could be in most cases fixed to quad 
faces for better and cleaner handling. By attributing a physically active state and automatic calculation of the  
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Figure 2: Instant physics simulation 

masses (concrete). The model could then be used in a rough physical simulation (fig. 2) [2]. No constraints 
where applied. The process from importing to the final simulation took about 5 minutes. The elevator shaft 
however needed to be taken off because of overlapping geometries. The simulation does not have any 
scientific significance however it is important to point at this procedure, because it illustrates that an external 
model can indeed directly be used for simulations  in Blender. Certain key modelling principles [3] should be 
met. 

1.4. Preparing the model for simulation 

In this first test case we modelled the building from scratch to make it suitable for our simulation. Most 
importantly we left a gap between horizontal and vertical building elements for optimal constraint placement 
(fig. 3). It also is essential to avoid overlapping geometries that occupy the same collision space, which would 
result in uncontrolled explosive like repelling of elements. Another rule is to subdivide big elements into 
smaller rigid bodies to increase the resolution and accuracy of the simulation. We do not have yet a clear idea 
about the optimal subdivision steps. In this case floor elements had a sizes of 1,5*1,5m (fig. 4), columns were 
not subdivided at all and the walls of the centre core were story high. The final element count in our model 
reached 6350. We noticed a speed decrease, as the element count in the model increases. We for now 
estimate, that element counts  much higher then 20´000 are not advisable and should be avoided. 

 

 
Figure 3:  Gab between elements                         Figure 4: Subdivided floor element 
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1.5. Constraint placement 

 
Figure 5: the three standard constraint placement options in Blender 

 
The standard constraints connect tool in Blender gives three options by which two rigid bodies can be 
connected via constraints. In all cases the body´s centres of mass are used as reference points. The constraints 
are either placed on either of the two centres of mass, or then in the middle of them (fig. 5, fig. 6). In all these 
three cases the constraint placement is likely to be inaccurate, except if two adjacent bodies have the same 
shape and dimensions. To handle complex assemblies an automated procedure should be applied to place each 
of the constraints as close to its realistic location as possible (“A” in fig.5). Constraint groups should allow the 
bundling of constraints for quick selection and update. Other short comings in Blender´s standard physics tools 
are: 
-nearby constraints may restrain each other´s degrees of freedom. 
-breaking thresholds are arbitrary and must be changed manually 

1.6. The constraints builder script 

The “constraints builder script”, that we wrote for the first high rise test case offers a number of handy 
enhancements. It automatizes much of the manual work and fixes some of the above listed short comings. The 
current script version v1.51 does not have a user interface yet and needs to be run via command line input. 
See Demo video - "Bullet constraints builder" script v1.51  [2]. 
In this script a predefined amount of vertices pairs between two rigid bodies, for example 2 VPs, 3 VPs or 4 VPs 
can be set as a precondition for the placement of a constraint in the middle of a connecting edge or a 
connecting plane. This procedure creates a number of constraints tightly around a connecting area. Even 
though the constraint locations are now more realistic, this results in a stiff connection, even if the type of the 
constraints are set to hinges, (fig. 7). The script therefore offers a possibility to bundle constraints that are 
located within a predefined search radius to clusters. The position of the cluster is calculated as the average of 
the location of all the constraints within this cluster. In figure 8 the cluster location lays as a result in the centre 
of the top of the pillar. Because all the constraints now share the same position a hinge simulation is now again 
possible.  
 

   
Figure 6: standard constraints           Figure 7: constraints with script        Figure 8: cluster of constraints 
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1.7.  Breaking threshold 

The script automatically calculates the breaking threshold based on the smaller cross section of two connecting 
elements (fig. 9-10) and the material specific strength values. Here the script does not distinguish between 
forces in element joints on the macro level and material cohesion forces on the microstructure level. Element 
joints most likely would be calculated with a higher safety coefficient to resist higher force impact. Permissible 
forces in joints should be made available by engineers.  
 

 
Figure 9: area for breaking threshold evaluation, slab            Figure 10: area for breaking threshold eval., pillar                              
breaking threshold calculation on micro level.                   breaking threshold calculation on macro level.
   

Because the high-rise building is constructed entirely from concrete, we used strength parameters of concrete. 
As a starting point we assumed a compression strength 60 N/mm^2 for the type C60 concrete. For the tensile 
strength we assumed 1/3 of the compression strength, thus 20 N/mm^2 (fig. 11) [4]). Note: The exact iron 
reinforcement information given by Schüssler- Plan was not taken into account. Because Blender constraints 
allow only one singular breaking threshold, we attributed compression strength to vertical load bearing 
elements, pillars and walls and tensile strength to the slab elements. This latter assumption might correspond 
more or less ideally to the initial load case before simulation.  Life loads given by Schüssler- Plan where not 
considered in our model as well. 
 

 
 
Figure 11: our assumption: tensile strength is 1/3 of compressive strength [4]  

1.8. Running the script 

After selecting all elements the script is run, it then searches for connecting vertices and places empties and 
bundles the empties that are within a predefined search radius to clusters. Constraint breaking thresholds are 
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calculated and the values are then applied to the empties. Finally the elements mass is calculated. The "Bullet 
Constraints builder" script needed 713 seconds for this process and connected 6358 elements with 19895 
constraints. The collapse simulation took around 40 minutes. (Workstation specifications [5]) 

 

2. Simulation outcome 
 
The simulation was started by taking off three of the lowest pillars at one corner. We were very surprised that 
the building did not react and stood still. We then re-calculated the constraint setup several times with different 
concrete classes and alternating stiff and hinge joints for the pillars (fig. 12). Only when we applied the weaker 
concrete class C10 and hinge joints for the pillars the building eventually collapsed. 

 
Figure 12: alternating joint types and concrete classes for our simulations 

The simulation looks quite plausible during the first half of the simulation. In the second half it looks stiff and 
could be compared with a collapsing cardboard model. In the following the collapse procedure is described: 
1. In the first seconds a row of 3 of the lowest remaining pillars on one side get loose on the top and tip to the 
outside (fig. 13). This looks very unrealistic, but can be explained with the fact that the pillars are rigid elements 
and can´t crack to smaller pieces. The enormous load, which now discharges over those remaining pillars break 
the upper joint first. 
2. The building does not move for about 2 seconds, then a pillar on the adjacent side punches through the 
girder, which triggers the collapse of the whole building (fig. 14). 
3. The lower elevator shaft cracks as the building starts to tilt (fig. 15). 
4. The 15 floors over ground lean to side and fall as a whole solid block (fig. 16). 
5. As soon as the building hits the ground the upper 8 stories crumble instantly to pieces, while the lower body 
still stays as a solid block. The elevator shaft is crumbled completely into single pieces, while the slab elements 
are remarkably stiff with little fragmentation. The majority of pillars stay connected with the slab elements (fig. 
17). 
Please refer also to the according videos on youtube [2]. 

 

Figure 13: collapse stage 1                      Figure 14: collapse stage 2         Figure 15: collapse stage 3  
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Figure 16: collapse 
stage 4 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17: collapse 
stage 5 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS  

With our approach we want to examine, if it is possible to have a considerable simulation speed advantage over 

other simulation methods (FEM, AEM). At the current stage and with our herewith presented method- especially 

emphasizing the script support, which automatizes the distribution of the physical parameters and joint 

connections- we can say that a speed advantage is likely. Preparing the model for the simulation as well as the 

actual simulation can be faster than other methods. This is also due to the fact, that we do a number of 

assumptions and simplifications: 

- usage of fixed and point constraints, which are more efficiently solved then other more versatile constraints like 

for example spring constraints 

- relatively low element count 

- solving only one breaking threshold per joint 

- presumption of load cases, for example on a floor slab element act only shear forces 

- Breaking thresholds are defined solely based on material strength * cross section 
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We need to further examine the degree of validity of our simulation results. Advantages in speed do not bring 

much value, if the results are likely to be distorted or false. A simulation could possibly go along with a statement 

of likelihood. For example: it is most likely that the building will not collapse or it is likely that neighboring 

buildings will be damaged by debris. 

Possible relevant information with a higher degree of accuracy are furthermore: 

- the amount and spread of debris 

- the relative size of debris elements 

- the direction of movement of the main building mass 

- etc 

We however believe that we can achieve more precise results. By doubling the element count for example the 

simulation will be much more differentiated. Pillars could be subdivided and so be allowed to buckle under load. 

We also will double check the automatized breaking threshold evaluation, because the cardboard like simulation 

was casting some serious doubt, if it was correct, see especially Figure 17. The discrete element method (DEM) 

is perfectly fit to simulate an assembly of rigid bodies with no or very low degree of interconnections. The simpler 

interconnections can be described, the more accurate simulation results we can expect. Our first test case, the 

residential high-rise building is a pure concrete structure which actually favours DEM:  Interconnections could be 

described with relatively simple principles. 
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